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Progressive perspectives
9 March 2017

Arup?s Russell Cole, Tan Yoong Heng, Mimi Foreman and PeterStones identify
best practice in benchmarking building control regulations from5 cities
worldwide

Building control regulations typically seek to manage thesafety and sustainability of buildings
from the planning stage through design,construction and operation to occupation and beyond.

These regulations have a huge impact on the safety of thebuildings in which we live and work,
the materials with which we come intocontact and the energy we consume.

In making our built environments safe, it is critical toensure that regulations are fit for purpose,
up to date and progressive enoughboth to enable and to encourage innovation. Doing so can
promote greaterinvestment from key stakeholders such as private-sector developers,
resultingin a more sustainable and innovative construction industry.

This article sets out to further the understanding of whatdefines a progressive regulatory
framework for building control, and of thehallmarks of a successful system, by reviewing an
Arup project. Commissioned bythe Building and Construction Authority inSingapore and
identifying key learning and action points, this study ispossibly the 1st aimed at improving
understanding of progressive buildingregulation.

Benchmarking exercise
To gain a deeper understanding of building regulationframeworks around the world, Arup
undertook a benchmarking exercise to identifybest practice at 5locations around the world:
Frankfurt in Germany, HongKong, New York city in the USA, Singapore, and Sydney in
Australia.

Arup?s specialists in these locations shared theirknowledge, experience and opinions on the
strengths and weaknesses of theirrespective cities? regulatory frameworks. Along with the
authors and reviewers,these specialists have extensive experience as practising engineers in
theselocations.

The study used a framework with a total of 88 criteria: 4 primary, 12 secondary and 72 tertiary.
The 1st 2 levels of these are shownin Table 1; the 72 tertiary criteria were case-specific for the
cities reviewedand for simplicity?s sake are not listed here.

Table 1. Criteria breakdown
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Primary criteria

Secondary criteria

Safety

Regulation to achieve quality assurance and
control
Relevance

Adaptability

Effectiveness

Clarity and transparency

Consultative

Submissions process

Sustainability

Futureproofed

Materials

Productive

Capability development

Enabling procurement team

Enabling technologies

Personnel capacity

When assessing the effectiveness of each action, the studyconsidered the impact that the
regulations have on the following outcomes:
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-

saving time for industry;
improving safety;
encouraging innovation;
saving resources;
reducing cost for industry.

Through this exercise, 72 best-practice actions wereidentified across the 5 locations. These
were specific to each of thetertiary criteria identified, so to distil particular learning points they
werecategorised into 3 hallmarks of successful progressive building regulationframeworks:
local industry knowledge, regulatory knowledge and marketfacilitation.

Local industry knowledge
This component of a regulator?s role is essential to ensurethat regulation is progressive, which
is achieved by focusing on knowing thelocal industry?s needs and regulating accordingly.
Examples of essential localknowledge include industry capability along with market economies
and drivers.

The capability of the industry must be clearly understoodand managed through regulation to
ensure that the aims of the regulators aremet. In Singapore and Frankfurt, emphasis is placed
on the designer?sresponsibility for safety through design sign-off by a suitably qualified
andregistered person. Additionally, detailed scrutiny of the design is undertakenby accredited
checker companies or individuals.

Regulators must understand the drivers and appetites of their local market

In Sydney, on the other hand, much greater responsibility isplaced on contractors than on
the designer; it is the former?s job to ensurethe safe construction of developments. The
differing approaches reflect therelative strengths of the respective industries in these
locations.

Similarly, regulators must understand the drivers andappetites of their market. This is
particularly the case when promoting theinnovation or adoption of new systems. For
instance, sustainability and greendevelopment is a focus for each of the cities studied, but
how this agenda isencouraged differs from location to location between being market-driven
andmandated by regulation.

In the former case, the market decides to adopt a specificmeasure despite its potentially
higher cost. This typically occurs where thereis a financial benefit to the change.

For example, as sustainability has become a focus for manycorporations, a market has
been created for sustainable buildings anddevelopments. Where the added value of
undertaking a sustainable developmentoutweighs its added cost, industry will then opt for
this approach.

In this situation, regulators can also help industry andinfluence existing commercial drivers
with incentives such as the introductionof green building rating systems. However, not all
locations will develop sucha market naturally, so regulators may need to resort to a
mandatory approach.
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Regulatory knowledge
To create a progressive framework, regulators must have adetailed understanding of the
wider governance system. They should also conductscheduled reviews to avoid possible
conflict between regulatory requirements.

Building regulation does not operate in isolation. Manyassociated regulations can also affect
the construction industry, includingthose relating to environmental protection, fire and life
safety, and healthand safety. Regulatory impact assessments should be performed
alongside routinereviews involving key stakeholders such as statutory boards and
industrypractitioners.

Some of the benchmarked locations were seen to be veryproactive in this area and that
should be promoted. These reviews should alsoaim to keep regulation relevant and up to
date.

New York city has, for instance, recently completed anextensive review of its building
regulation framework and begun to makedramatic changes to improve it. Singapore adopts
a more structured approach,with reviews of regulation every 3 years. In Singapore, there
are alsodedicated panels and committees such as the Inter-agency Coordinating
Committeeto deal with conflicting regulatory requirements, and the International Panelof
Experts to provide advice on technical advances affecting regulation.

Equally important to understanding the market is anappreciation of the regulator?s internal
capabilities, such as staffcompetencies and resourcing. These need to be in line with the
regulatoryframework to ensure procedures run safely and smoothly.

As a result, regulations may need to be revised to make goodany gaps. For instance, where
the building regulator reviews and approvesdesigns, materials or construction methods,
there must be an appropriate numberof skilled staff to support this, as is the case in Hong
Kong and New Yorkcity.

Alternatively, industry can perform these reviews andapprovals, as happens in Frankfurt and
Singapore, or self-certify, as inSydney; these require different skill sets and levels of
resourcing for theregulatory body. Key to success, however, is understanding the
implication ofregulation on resources and maintaining these resources to fulfil
thoseresponsibilities adequately.

Industry facilitation
Most progressive approaches to building regulation placeemphasis on supporting the
construction industry. This can be done by helpingit to work efficiently and removing
unnecessary obstacles. Regulators couldalso aim to improve the way in which they
collaborate with and disseminate datato industry.

Such industry collaboration and efficiency can be promotedby implementing detailed
procedural guidelines, by making individuals availablefor face-to-face or digital consultation
and, potentially, by training,seminars and online videos. The regulator can also proactively
make informationavailable to industry to streamline the design and construction process.
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Indeed, Hong Kong has decided to collate geologicalinformation and building records into
consolidated data sets. These are easilyavailable to the industry either online or via print
libraries. Regulators canalso directly influence industry efficiency by streamlining
submissionproposals, as is the case in Singapore, where submissions can be made
aroundthe clock and review periods are as short as 2 weeks. This proactive approachcan be
summarised as a time-efficient one-stop shop for regulatory approvals.

Summary
The findings suggest that there is significant variationbetween regulatory practices around
the world but there are some broadcommonalities that can form the foundation of
progressive building regulation,as follows.

-

Know your market: a skilled regulator has a detailedunderstanding of the local
construction industry and applies tailoredregulation in their own jurisdiction.
Know your regulatory field: a regulator has an holistic viewof their own and of
wider governance practices, aims to undertake periodicregulatory reviews and
impact assessments, and has a broader understanding ofhow building control
regulation interacts with other governance approaches.
Support your industry: a regulator adopts a collaborativeapproach to the
industry and its key stakeholders, with the common goal ofachieving efficiencies
of time and cost, adopting new practices and making bestuse of technology.

Russell Cole is Associate Director at Arup . Tan Yoong Heng is Civil and Transport
Leader for ArupSingapore . Mimi Foreman is Senior Sustainable Consultant at Arup .
Peter Stones is a civil engineer at Arup

Further information
This feature was taken from the RICS Building control journal (February/March 2017).
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